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5.7 MONOPOLEWATER CONDITIONER

Provides a high speed pulsing magnetic field that coats the inside of the pipe and does not allow scale to form.

The hard scale is calcite. This product converts calcite to aragonite which is in powdered form and easy to clean.

The magnetic field changes the surface tension of the water and creates a mechanical component that breaks down the  scale over 

time and allows it to pass through the pipes. As hard water is removed, the water pressure increases and  helps remove existing scale 

and stops the build-up of new scale on pipes, heating elements, and any other surface.

Easy installation - no plumber needed

Monopole Water Conditioner removes existing scale, prevents scale formation, and reduces iron and bacteria.

The high-power monopole magnet clamped around the pipe rejects the positive hydrogen ion, which is in a triangular  orbit over a 

negative oxygen ion. This repulsion takes place because the positive south pole and the positive hydrogen  ion are of the same charge 

and therefore repel each other. This repulsion causes the orbital path to compact or linearize.

Due to this linearization, the negative oxygen atom is shielded and the negative oxygen field is dominated by the  positive

hydrogen ions. Therefore, the water molecule takes a net positive charge from a net negative charge (due to  the presence of 

dissolved minerals. Hard water has a net negative charge).

It is a monopole magnet, of which only the permanent south positive pole is focused on the water and converts the hard water from  

a net negative charge to a positive charge which, in turn, attracts and blocks the negative scale forming minerals in the water that  

does not allow them to rush.

• How it kills bacteria and reduces algae: Bacteria in water are killed by a scienti fi c proven phenomenon known as  "Lysing" the 

powerful south pole mono pole magnet accelerates the multiplication rate of the microorganism, causing it  to replicate at a rate 

accelerated. This leads to more than one life existing within the cell walls and therefore the  available protein is shared by multiple 

lives causing the Micro

• Organism starve and so die.

In addition, due to the differential in the rate of cellular mitosis, the phenomenon worsens.


